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Perceptual errors in pediatric radiology : Diagnosis
Dr Varun Babu and Dr Henry Knipe ? ? et al. Errors in
diagnostic radiology occur for a variety of reasons related to
human error, technical factors and system faults. This
classification was proposed by Renfrew et al. 5 in , and at
the time of writing (July ) remains the.
Error and discrepancy in radiology: inevitable or avoidable?
Diagnostic errors are important in all branches of medicine
because they are an indication of poor patient care. As the
number of malpractice cases continues to.
Error and discrepancy in radiology: inevitable or avoidable?
Diagnostic errors are important in all branches of medicine
because they are an indication of poor patient care. As the
number of malpractice cases continues to.
Errors in Radiology | SpringerLink
Errors and discrepancies in radiology practice are
uncomfortably common, with an estimated day-to-day rate of
3–5% of studies reported, and much higher rates .

5 strategies for reducing errors in diagnostic radiology
15 strategies to help minimize radiological errors in MRI, CT,
and ultrasound imaging. By Paola A. Baron Ródiz, M.D.,
Radiology Resident at hospital Universitario Severo Ochoa,
Leganes, Madrid – Spain and Ferreiro Argüelles, M.D.,
Neuroradiologist at Hospital Universitario.
Article - Toward decreasing diagnostic errors
A review at the Mayo Clinic found error rates in radiology
reports as high as % in neuroradiology and as low as % in
chest x-rays.
Interpretive error in radiology. | AHRQ Patient Safety Network
Diagnostic errors are important in all branches of medicine
because they are an indication of poor patient care. As the
number of malpractice cases continues to.
Errors in Radiology | Luigia Romano | Springer
Mistakes in medical imaging can be attributed to an individual
radiologist or to the system of radiology. For an individual
radiologist, the errors.
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Other medical specialties Inherent in the work produced by
radiologists and histopathologists is the fact that virtually
every clinical act we perform is available for
re-interpretation or review at a later date. We only use this
information to personally address you in your newsletter.
Self-prompting verbalization of the focus of attention has
also been shown to be an effective strategy in reducing search
satisfaction Errors in Radiology.
Hypervascularpancreaticmetastasisfromrenalcellcarcinomaarrownotre
Sleep deprivation has been shown experimentally to produce
effects on certain mental tasks equivalent to alcohol
intoxication [ 42 ]. Presenting a small number of key images
chosen by the meeting conveneras opposed to using the full
PACS study file, is a way to reduce the potential for loss of
anonymity of the patient and the reporting radiologist during
QI Errors in Radiology, while maintaining the meeting focus of

the key learning points [ 61 ]. The best and the rest:
revisiting the norm of normality in individual performance.
Strategiesforerrormitigationhavecenteredaroundtheuseofchecklists,
the interpretative errors two cases of tumour were
misinterpreted as infarct. Expert witnesses are frequently
influenced by their knowledge of the outcome in determining
whether a radiologist, acting reasonably, ought to have
detected an abnormality when reporting a study prior to the
outcome being known, and thus in suggesting whether failure to
detect the abnormality Errors in Radiology negligence.
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